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DEVELOPMENT OF RIVER TRAFFIC 
IN THE TRAFFIC SYSTEM OF CENTRAL CROATIA 

ABSTRACT 

From the aspect of public transport of passengers and 
goods, the traffic system in Central Croatia consists of road, 
rail, air and river subsystems. Regarding their share in the vol
ume of passenger and cargo transport as well as the carried out 
transport operations in the traffic system of Central Croatia, 
road and rail traffic are the dominant traffic subsystems. Re
garding its technical, technological, organizational and eco
nomic indicators, the river traffic system represents the less de
veloped subsystem of the traffic system of Central Croatia, and 
the situation in this respect is not much different at the national 
level either. 

The possibilities for the development of river traffic system 
have not been sufficiently used, although the potential traffic 
demand for the transportation services are substantial, espe
cially when considering the river Sava which potentially offers 
a direct connection to the trunk European waterway. The ad
vantages of the Central Croatian location undoubtedly lie in 
the traffic and geo-strategic position, but the value of this lo
cation can be used only then when the quality level of the traf
fic system and the construction level of the infrastructure 
catch up with the ones in the developed European countries. 
The conditions for the traffic development are first of all 
strong and daily faster changes in the strata, especially regard
ing the implementation of new solutions and increasing the 
efficiency of the overall traffic system. It is precisely for this 
reason that special interest should be to study the traffic val
ues according to the available data, establish their possible 
rules as function of time, and design appropriate mathemati
cal models with the aim of forecasting the traffic development 
in the future. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Transport demand has crucial significance in de
termining and managing the traffic policy, determin
ing the development level of the traffic system, as well 
as the level of its utilization.1 

The scientific approach to the study of traffic sys
tem development, including its river subsystem con
sists also of the study of adequate traffic values and es
tablishing of laws according to which they acquire 
their values during the observed period of time. The 
basic assumption of the development of transport ca
pacities is the knowledge about the volume of passen
ger and goods transport, i. e. the traffic demand fore
cast within the studied traffic system. Forecast is the 
evaluation of the phenomenon, process or state, which 
is expected with high probability in a certain period in 
the future, and it is the result of quantitative and quali
tative development in the previous period.2 

2. TRAFFIC SYSTEM OF CENTRAL 
CROATIA 

From the aspect of public transport of passengers 
and goods the traffic system of Central Croatia con
sists of its road, rail, air and river subsystems. Regard
ing their share in the volume of passenger and cargo 
transport as well as performed transport work in the 
traffic system of Central Croatia road and rail traffic 
are their dominant traffic subsystems. 
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Figure 1 ~Counties of Central Croatia according to the Strategy of spatial planning of the Republic of Croatia 

Source: Strategy of spatial planning of the Republic of Croatia, NN 50/1999 

2.1. Traffic valorisation of Central Croatia 

The significance of the traffic valorisation as com
plex scientific and professional activity lies precisely in 
the fact that it precedes the determination and cre
ation of a consequent traffic policy.3 The criteria of 
traffic valorisation of Central Croatia are the qualita
tive and quantitative capability of transport of its traf
fic system, transport costs, level of impact of the traffic 
system on the organisation of space and development 
of the region as the precondition of its progressive role 
and the development generator of the entire Croatian 
national region. The space dimension particularly in
cludes valorisation not only regarding the needs and 
possibilities of Central Croatia and the national traffic 
system, but also the needs, possibilities and the inter
est of Europe.4 

In the strategy of spatial planning of the Republic 
of Croatia (map in Figure 1) Central Croatian region 

is defined as the most developed Croatian area and 
the crucial junction of the European and regional traf
fic corridors. 

This region has extreme traffic and geographic and 
economic significance, and at the same time it is the 
central national area. The emphasised role of this re
gion lies in its function as the natural connecting re
gion between the Adriatic Sea and the mountainous 
hinterland.s 

The advantages of Central Croatia lie undoubtedly 
in its traffic and geostrategic location, but the values of 
this location can be used only when the level of the 
traffic system quality and the level of construction of 
the traffic infrastructure come close to those in the de
veloped European countries. 

On the Sava traffic corridor there already exist 
navigable river waterways from Sisak towards Sla
vonski Brad and Zupanja. After the construction of 
the Danube-Sava canal from Vukovar to Samac and 
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by canalizing the Sava river, the region of Central 
Croatia will become especially significant, particularly 
regarding its positive influence of the combined rail
way-river traffic from the Danube basin towards the 
Kvarner Bay. 

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAFFIC DE
VELOPMENT OF CENTRAL CROATIA 

In this section a brief review is given on the basic 
features of the European, national traffic system and 
the traffic system of Central Croatia. 

3.1. Characteristics of the traffic development 
of the European Union 

In January 2006 the European Commission pub
lished the action plan of stimulating cargo transport 
on inland waterways with the aim of improving the 
transport conditions in the European Union traffic 
system. The possibilities of increasing the absolute 
and relative share of river traffic and channel subsys
tem (ea. 30 thousand kilometres of navigable water
ways) in the transport substrate volume and the real
ized transport operation are reflected also in the data 
on the static transport capacity and the potential of 
this subsystem and fleet of 11 thousand vessels, which 
corresponds to the capacity of 10 thousand trains, i. e. 
440 thousand cargo road vehicles, which may render 
the traffic in Europe more efficient, more reliable, and 
environmentally friendlier, with positive effects of al
leviating the road subsystem in particular. 6 This action 
plan will come into force by 2013 and will concentrate 
on five key parameters: 
- transport service quality, 
- fleet modernisation, 
- professional improvement and training of crews, 
- subsystem "image", 
- infrastructure. 

The White Paper7 of the European Commission 
defines the basic objective as part of the unique Euro
pean traffic system which consists in the integration of 
national traffic infrastructures and suprastructures 
(refers to modernisation, standardisation, automa
tion, informatisation).s 

Over the recent thirty years (according to Graph 1) 
in the European Union countries in the structure and 
dynamics of the cargo transport demand develop
ment, the following can be stated: 
- significant and constant increase in the share of 

road traffic subsystem, which at the end of this pe
riod amounts to 74% (increase by 37% compared 
to the beginning of the period), 

- significant and constant reduction in the share of 
railway subsystem which at the end of this period 

1970 1980 

1990 1998 

• road 
[] rail 

0 inland waterways 
0 pipeline 

Graph 1 - Dynamics of share of traffic subsystems of 
the European Union countries in the structure of the 

entire cargo transport demand 

Source: Statistical overview of road, rail, inland waterways and air transport in 
the European Union: Panorama of transport, European Commission, 2001 

amounts to 14% (decrease by 19% compared to 
the beginning of this period), 

- gradual decrease in the share of inland waterway 
subsystem which at the end of this period amounts 
to 7% (decrease by 5% compared to the beginning 
of the period). 
It may be concluded that 88% of the demand for 

transport services in cargo traffic of the European U n
ion are operated in road and railway traffic subsystem. 

Graph 2 indicates the structural distribution and 
relative shares of the traffic subsystems within the traf
fic system of the European Union in satisfying the 
cargo transport demand regarding the relation on 
which the transport is performed: 
1. river traffic subsystem 
- 55% on relations from 150 to 500 km, 
- 25% on relations from 50 to 150 km, 
- 15% on relations over 500 km, 
- 5% on relations up to 50 km. 

The term of the European navigable waterway 
(presented in Figure 3) is increasingly present in Eu
rope, defined as international inland waterway which 
connects major European ports and industrial cen
tres. 

Among numerous objectives the strategy of the 
traffic system development of the European Union re
fers to the improvement of the traffic infrastructure 
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Graph 2 - Structure of traffic subsystems regarding the 
traffic relation in cargo traffic of the European Union 

countries 
Source: Statistical overview of road, rail, inland waterways and air transport 
in the European Union: Panorama ortransport, European Commission, 2001 

Figure 2 - Part of the main European navigable 
waterway regarding Central Croatia 

Source: Strategy of the traffic development of the Republic of Croatia 

and suprastructure, their rational utilization, higher 
traffic safety, better work conditions, environmental 
protection, implementation of sustainable develop
ment principles, preference of traffic subsystems (re
garding minimization of fuel consumption, maximal 
effects, environmental protection, investment mainte
nance) of the sea, river, and rail traffic. 

3.2. Characteristics of the development of the 
Croatian traffic system 

The past development of the Croatian traffic sys
tem in the period from 1970 to 2000 was characterised 
by extensively developing road traffic infrastructure 
and excessive investments in the road traffic subsys
tem, neglecting the development of other subsystems, 
i. e. their infrastructure.9 
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Graph 3 - Dynamics of the transport substrate in the 
river traffic subsystem of the Republic of Croatia in 

the period from 1998 to 2002 
Note: Forecast trend model of the development dynamics of the carried trans
port substrate in river traffic subsystem of the Republic of Croatia is given by 
the equation (I) and it is presented in the graph. 

Source: Statistical reports 1197 for 2002. State office for statistics of the Re
public of Croatia, Zagreb, 2003 

Mathematical statistical analysis of the data on the 
carried transport substrate in river traffic subsystem of 
the Republic of Croatia during the studied period 
yields the equation of prognostic trend model (1) and 
the determination coefficient value R2• 
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Graph 4 - Dynamics of cargo transport operation of 
river traffic subsystem of the Republic of Croatia in 

the period from 1998 to 2002 
Note: Prognostic trend model of development dynamics of cargo transpon 
operation of the river traffic subsystem of the Republic of Croatia is given by 
equation (2) and is presented in the graph. 

Source: Table 1. 
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The determination coefficient (R2) measures the 
strength of the connection of the studied variable in 
the mathematical model and time. If the connection is 
functional then the value of the determination coeffi
cient R2 = 1, and the closer the R2 to this value, the 
stronger the connection.l0 When the value of the de
termination coefficient R2 is greater than 0.77 it may 
be concluded that the determined mathematical 
model of the prognostic trend of the studied variable 
is statistically significant.11 

The prognostic trend model equation ~2) and the 
value of the determination coefficient R were ob
tained during the studied time period by means of the 
mathematical statistical analysis of the data regarding 
the cargo transport operation of the Croatian traffic 
subsystem. 

3.3. Characteristics of the development of river 
traffic subsystem of Central Croatia 

The national inland waterways consist of the rivers: 
Sava, Drava, Danube and Kupa. They have a common 
characteristic that none of them, except the Danube, 
have been regulated for inland navigation. The navi
gation along the river Sava proceeds in spite of ab
sence of maintenance; vessels navigate along the river 
Drava as well, but it is of local significance, whereas 
the Kupa has not been regulated for navigation at 
all.I2 

Regarding the significance and share of the na
tional river traffic subsystem, Arzek states also the fol
lowing characteristics:13 

- lack of regulation of the waterways, 
- obsolete fleet capacities. 

This results in the basic objectives of river traffic 
subsystem development:14 regulation of the water
ways, and modernization of the fleet capacities. The 
navigable rivers in Central Croatia are: Sava - from 
the mouth of the river Kupa into Sava near Sisak, 
Drava- from Barca, Kupa- to the rivermouth into the 
Sava upstream to the river port in Sisak. 

The crucial thing for the development of the river 
traffic subsystem of Central Croatia is to regulate the 
Sava for the navigation on its entire navigable flow 
through Croatia to Sisak, with simultaneous construc
tion of the Zagreb river port in the place of Rugvice. 

River traffic is the Croatian traffic subsystem most 
lagging behind, although its potential role is very sig
nificant for the economy, first of all due to its relying 
on the central European waterway which connects the 
North and the Black Sea.15 

The Croatian river ports have kept the characteris
tics they have had over the past thirty years. The in
vestments into the modernisation are modest, so that 
the level of port service has not improved substan
tially. Not one of the river ports has the capacities 

Table 1 - Traffic values of the river subsystem 

Traffic Year 

Volume 
Region 

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 

Total trans- CRO 1206 833 1045 1123 739 

ported cargo Central 
647 240 377 563 230 (thou. tons) CRO 

Total cargo CRO 53 52 63 78 90 
transport 

oper- Central 
46 48 56 70 85 ation CRO 

(tkm, mil.) 

Transported 
cargo in inland 

CRO 1139 
transport 

738 996 1088 683 

(thou. tons) 

Source: Statistical reports 1197, Driavni zavod za statistiku Republike 
Hrvatske, Zagreb, 2003, Ministarstvo pomorstva, prometa i veza Republike 
Hrvatske, 2003. 

which would enable container or Ro-Ro transport. In 
spite of this, the Croatian river ports mark an increase 
in the annual volume of cargo handling, which pro
vides reasons for potential investments both into the 
ports and the port infrastructure.16 

River traffic is substantially lagging behind in com
parison to the European characteristics of river traffic. 
The lagging behind is reflected in the lack of regula
tion of the navigable waterways, and in the insufficient 
number of constructed and adequately equipped river 
berths, out of which Sisak on the river Sava is included 
in the big Croatian river ports, and has large potential 
significance in the river traffic subsystem of Central 
Croatia. Future development of this port is possible 
due to the vicinity of Zagreb, as big logistic and indus
trial centre, and based on its own industrial structure, 
based on the ironworks and oil refinery. 

According to the data of the State Office for Statis
tics the annual share of river traffic in the total carried 
cargo in the Republic of Croatia during the nineties 
amounts to 1.5%. In absolute figures this is approxi
mately 1.2 million tons of carried cargo annually. On 
the contrary, in the Danube basin countries the range 
of such share is 10- 20%P 

The port Zagreb-Rugvica has extreme signifi
cance, since it is in the near vicinity of the biggest Cro
atian industrial and traffic junction and can serve the 
needs of a wider catchment area of the city of Zagreb, 
not excluding the port of Sisak and its known and de
fined role regarding the requirements of oil, chemical 
industry and black metallurgy. This statement is con
firmed by Brkic presenting data that in some Euro
pean countries the share of river traffic is 20 to 30%, 
and in Croatia about 4% of total traffic, which indi
cates high possibilities of developing this traffic sub
system as one of the least expensive ones in the traffic 
system.18 
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4. MODELLING OF TRAFFIC SYSTEM 
DEVELOPMENT 

The characteristic of the unity of the production 
process and the consumption of transport service is 
the cause of marked need for transport capacity plan
ning based on the demand tendency for traffic ser
vices.19 The approach to the management of traffic 
system and its subsystems20 requires the implementa
tion of mathematical theory which allows the design of 
adequate mathematical models, with the aim of simu
lating numerous situations of system behaviour. The 
system behaviour is presented in a series of function 
values of the traffic magnitudes expressed in the form 
of tables and respective graphs. In this process it is 
necessary to have maximally accurate information 
about the past events and development trends of sys
tem behaviour in the future.21 

5. RIVER TRAFFIC SYSTEM DEVELOP
MENT 

For the traffic system of the Republic of Croatia 
and for the more significant role of the river subsys
tem, special significance lies on the regulation of the 
river Sava. In this sense the focus is on the river Sava 
regulation project which was developed in 1972 in co
operation with the UN experts. The realization of this 
project is part of the preparations which would include 
this river, apart from the Danube and the Drava, into 
the Trans-European network of navigable water
ways.22 

The basic corridors of river traffic are related to 
the Danube with which Croatia, via Rhein-Main-Dan
ube canal is connected to the Rheine and Danube nav
igable system. Inland waterways in the Republic of 
Croatia have been integrated into the network of Eu
ropean waterways of the corridor VII (the Danube). 
This would include both the river Drava from the 
mouth to Osijek (E-80-08), the river Sava to Sisak, 
(E-80-12), and future Danube-Sava canal, (E-80-10) 
into the international waterways. Canalizing is 
planned of the river Sava from Sisak to Rugvica, i. e. if 
the needs require also of the river Kupa from Sisak to 
Karlovac.23 

The midcterm development (the next five to ten 
years) of river traffic subsystem of Central Croatia 
contains the following: 

- construction of a port in Sisak, 

- canalizing of the Sava from Sisak to Samac, 

- development of modern cargo distribution termi-
nals with the application of advanced transport 
technology (combined and multirnodal transport 
and introduction of telematic systems).24 

The strategy and program of spatial planning of 
the Republic of Croatia place greater significance on 
the river traffic and indicate the need for investment 
into the infrastructure of the river waterways in order 
to redirect single types of cargo to river traffic. The 
projection of river port network in Croatia includes 
three big ports: Vukovar, Osijek and Sisak, and ac
cording to development and the industrial needs the 
port of Zagreb. It is necessary to regulate the naviga
ble waterway of the river Drava from Terezino Polje 
to Zdalica into navigability class 11 in order to estab
lish river traffic in the county of Koprivnica -
Krzevci.25 

The strategy of the traffic development of the Re
public of Croatia plans canalizing of the river Drava. 
With the river traffic development, the development 
of a series of new cargo, transport and production cen
tres is planned (Figure 3). The regulation of the navi
gable waterway would solve the drainage, irrigation 
and protection against floods. 

For all the works on the common sections of the 
rivers of the Sava and the Drava an agreement is nec
essary with the neighbouring countries. 

A graphical presentation is given as well as the 
mathematical statistical analysis of the traffic values in 
Table 1 during the studied five-year time period from 
1998 to 2002. The prognostic trend model of the de
velopment dynamics of individual traffic values has 
been obtained by means of the computer program 
"Microsoft Excel" determined by the equation and de
termination coefficient, and presented in the graph. 

The mathematical statistical analysis of the data of 
the carried transport substrate in the river traffic sub
system of Central Croatia during the studied period 
yields the equation of the prognostic trend model (3) 
and the value of the determination coefficient R2. 
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Graph 5 - Dynamics of the transport substrate in the 
river traffic subsystem of Central Croatia in 

the period from 1998 to 2002 
Note: The prognostic trend model of development dynamics of the carried 
transport substrate in river traffic subsystem of Central Croatia is given by 
equation (3) and presented in the graph 

Source: Table 1 
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Index: Planned 
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Figure 3 - Possibilities of the development of inland waterways of Central Croatia 

Source: Strategy of the Spatial Planning of Croatia, NN 50/99. 

During the studied period the mathematical statis
tical analysis of the data about the development of 
cargo transport operation on the river traffic subsys-
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Graph 6 - Dynamics of cargo transport operation of 
river traffic subsystem of Central Croatia in 

the period from 1998 to 2002 
Note: The prognostic trend model of the development dynamics of cargo 
transport operation on the river traffic subsystem of Central Croatia is given 
by the equation (4) and presented in the graph 

Source: Table 1 

tern of Central Croatia yields the equation of the prog
nostic trend model ( 4) and the value of determination 
coefficient R2. 

According to the performed mathematical statisti
cal analyses of the studied traffic values of Central 
Croatia from Table 1 in the period from 1998 to 2002 
the statistically significant (p < 0.05) trend model has 
been determined for the dynamics of cargo transport 
operation on the river traffic subsystem. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The development of the traffic system is based on 
the strategic goals which are achieved by adequate as
sessment of the geotraffic position of the counties of 
Central Croatia compared to the network of the main 
traffic corridors of the state and their integration into 
the network of European corridors. The traffic policy 
measures and the influence of traffic values can cause 
changes in the behaviour of a certain traffic subsys
tem, and change the relationship among traffic subsys
tems and model the traffic system development. 
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There is great potential for the development of 
the river traffic in the traffic system of Central Cro
atia which cannot be adequately utilized unless the 
waterway of the river Sava is regulated, as well as the 
accompanying traffic infrastructure and suprastruc
ture that will be at the European level and standards. 
It is extremely important for the development of the 
river traffic system to realize in advance or simulta
neously the project of the multipurpose Danube -
Sava canal. 
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SAZETAK 

RAZVITAK RIJECNOG PROMETA U PROMETNOM 
SUSTAVU SREDISNJE HRVATSKE 

Prometni sustav na podrucju SrediSnje Hrvatske s motrista 
obavljanja javnogprijevoza putnika i roba cine cestovni, ieljez
nicki, zracni i rijecni podsustav. Cestovni i ieljeznicki promet 
po svom udjelu u obujmu putnickog i teretnog prijevoza kao i 
izvrsenom transportnom radu u prometnom sustavu SrediSnje 
Hrvatske jesu njegovi dominantni prometni podsustavi. Rijeeni 
prometni sustav po svojim tehnickim, tehnoloskim, organiza
cijskim i ekonomskim pokazateljima predstavlja najslabije raz
vijen podsustav prometnog sustava SrediSnje Hrvatske, a situa
cija u tom pogledu nije bitno razliCita niti na nacionalnoj 
razini. 

Mogucnosti za razvitak rijecnog prometnog sustava nisu 
u dovoljnoj mjeri iskoriStene, iako su potencijalne promet
ne potrebe za prijevoznim uslugama znatne, posebice ako se 
uzme u obzir postojanje rijeke Save koja potencijalno omo
gucuje izravan prikljucak na glavni europski plovni put. 
Prednosti prostora SrediSnje Hrvatske neospomo su u pro
metnom i geostrateskom poloiaju, ali vrijednosti tog polo
iaja mogu se u iskoristiti tek kad se razina kvalitete pro
metnog sustava i izgradenosti prometne infrastrukture pribliii 
onoj u razvijenim zemljama Europe. Uvjeti u kojima se 
odvija prometni razvitak u prvom redu jesu snaine i svakim 
danom sve brie promjene u njegovim stratumima, posebice 
u smislu primjene novih rjesenja i poveeanja ucinkovitosti 
cjelokupnog prometnog sustava. Upravo stoga od posebnog 
je interesa prema dostupnim podacima istraiiti prometne 
veliCine, ustanoviti njihove eventualne zakonitosti u funkciji 
vremena, te oblikovati odgovarajuce matematicke modele 
u svrhu predvidanja prometnog razvitka u buducem razdob
lju. 
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